A claim is commonly made that cash flow and accrual accounting methods for valuing equities must always yield equivalent valuations. A recent paper by Lundholm and O'Keefe (2001), for example, claims that, because of this equivalence, there is nothing to be learned from empirical comparison of valuation models. So they dismiss recent research that has shown that accrual accounting residual income models and earnings capitalization models perform, over a range of conditions, better than cash flow or dividend discount models. This paper demonstrates, with examples, that the claim is misguided. Practice inevitably involves forecasting over finite, truncated horizons and the accounting specified in a model -cash versus accrual accounting in particular --is pertinent to valuation with finite horizon forecasting. Indeed, the issue of choosing a valuation model is an issue of specifying pro forma accounting, and so, for finite horizon forecasts, one cannot be indifferent to the accounting.
On Comparing Cash Flow and Accrual Accounting Models for Use
In Equity Valuation
Introduction
In a paper published in Contemporary Accounting Research (and earlier posted on www.ssrn.com), Lundholm and O'Keefe (2001) critique papers by Penman and Sougiannis (1998) , Francis, Olsson and Oswald (2000) , and Courteau, Kao, and Richardson (2001) . This paper responds to that critique.
The three papers targeted by Lundholm and O'Keefe compare value estimates using alternative equity valuation models with actual traded prices. Penman and Sougiannis examine models that forecast dividends, cash flow, earnings or book values, and also compare models that capitalize forecasted earnings rather then discounting residual earnings. The Francis, Olsson, and Oswald paper is in similar vein but, whereas Penman and Sougiannis use ex post average attributes of these models in the tests, they use ex ante analysts' forecasts. Both papers recognize that valuations using different models are the same when forecasts are made for infinite periods, so their analyses focuses on how well the alternative models perform empirically for forecasts over finite horizons: if, as a practical matter, one were to forecast over one, two, five years ahead (for example), would one choose to forecast dividends, cash flows, or residual earnings? Going concerns are assumed to continue indefinitely, so in any truncation of the forecast horizon, standard procedure corrects for the truncation by calculating a continuing value at the horizon. So these papers also examine valuations with alternative ad hoc continuing value calculations for dividend, cash flow, earnings and book value forecasts. Courteau, Kao, and Richardson focus on the error that is introduced by ad hoc specifications of continuing values.
Lundholm and O'Keefe not only critique these papers, they dismiss them, insisting that "there is nothing to be learned from an empirical comparison" of the models. The
Lundholm and O'Keefe paper contains some misconceptions, not only about the issues in these papers, but also about accounting and valuation more generally. This note attempts to clear the muddied waters. Lundholm and O'Keefe state that their purpose is "to refute the commonly held belief that practical implementation issues create differences in theoretically equivalent RI (residual income) and CF (cash flow) models, and that these differences make empirical comparisons of the models worthwhile." Implementation cannot create differences in theoretical models (of course), but practical issues do bear upon the choice of models for use in practice (of course). Indeed, while models must withstand the critique of sound theory, practice is the final arbiter of competing models. I
show here that practical issues do indeed bear upon the choice of a valuation model and so, accordingly, tests of the utilitarian value of alterative models are appropriate.
Issues in Valuation Research
My response to the Lundholm and O'Keefe paper comes from a desire to point out a common misperception. It is a misperception that is at the heart of what accounting research (and particularly valuation research) is about.
Accounting is not a natural phenomenon. Rather accounting is by fiat, a man-made construction to satisfy specific purposes. Accordingly, accounting research is a utilitarian endeavor, it seeks to design accounting principles that enhance practice. discounted cash flow models, earnings capitalization models, and residual earnings models are specifications of alternative pro forma accounting systems for the future. The empirical papers on alternative valuation models bear upon the choice between alternative specifications of how to account in pro forma, for the future.
Characterizing the issue as one of alternative accounting is particularly pointed when choosing between discounted cash flow models and residual earnings models. It is well recognized (in Lücke 1955 and Feltham and Ohlson 1995, for example) that the discounted cash flow model is of the same form as the residual income model; only the substance of the accounting differs. That is, the discounted cash flow model is just a special case of the residual income model with cash accounting for earnings and book value rather than accrual accounting. The choice is not between models but between the accounting within the model. Stated in the form of the residual income model, the discounted cash flow model specifies book value as net financial assets and "income" as free cash flow plus net cash interest. Introducing accrual accounting, the residual income model specifies net operating assets as well as net financial assets in the book value, and also specifies accrual operating income instead of free cash flow for "income." (Penman 1997 lays out the comparison.) Indeed, the "residual income model" is only a skeleton to be fleshed out by specification of accounting principles. The residual income model permits cash accounting and any sort of clean-surplus accrual accounting -even Voodoo accounting.
The choice between cash accounting and accrual accounting is at the very heart of accounting research, for the difference involves issues of recognition and measurement that define an accounting system. The implication of the Lundholm and O'Keefe position is that accrual accounting does not matter: one can be cynical about the accounting used in valuation models and so can defer to cash flow models. Or to Voodoo accounting.
Something has to give in our understanding of the issue to reject Voodoo accounting or to justify accrual accounting over cash accounting.
Point and Counterpoint
On three points there is no disagreement. But to each point there is a counterpoint that involves practical considerations, and it is these counterpoints that Lundholm and O'Keefe seem not to appreciate.
Infinite Horizon Valuation

Point
To the first point of agreement: for all models that require clean surplus accounting, valuations converge as the horizon over which forecasts are made increases, and these valuations converge to that from discounting expected dividends (see Lücke 1955 , Peasnell 1982 Indeed, the need for finite-horizon forecasting is the rationale for entertaining alternative valuation models to the dividend discount model. If one were to forecast "to infinity," one would forecast dividends, for dividends are, without controversy, the payoff to holding shares. One looks for alternatives to dividend discounting because forecasting dividends over a finite horizon is not very informative. That is, forecasting dividends for the next five (or ten) years typically does not indicate muc h about the ultimate dividends expected in the long run. The notion is capsulated in the Miller and
Modigliani dividend irrelevance proposition, but one just has to think of Microsoft that "pays no dividends" (but does have stock repurchases) to understand that forecasting dividends in the near term is not a sensible thing to do. Dividends have to do with the distribution of value, not the generation of value, so one moves to an accounting that captures the value generation within a firm and so indicates the value that ultimately can be distributed as dividends.
Summarizing Infinite Horizon Forecasts with Continuing Values
Point
On a second point there also can be no disagreement. If, for any method, one adds to a finite-horizon forecast a continuing (or terminal) value that summarizes forecasts (to infinity) beyond the horizon, one obtains the same forecast and valuation as with an infinite horizon forecast (of course). For any valuation method, an infinite horizon forecast can be represented as a fi nite horizon forecast with an appropriate continuing value. And if alternative models (that are equivalent for infinite horizon forecasts) are so stated, they yield equivalent valuations (of course). Lundholm and O'Keefe stress this point, and it is acknowledged in the introduction to Francis, Olsson, and Oswald (2000) and Courteau, Kao, and Richardson (2001) .
Counterpoint
In counterpoint, reducing an infinite horizon forecast to a continuing value adds nothing from a practical point of view. The appropriate long-term growth rate for a continuing value calculation can only be verified by infinite-horizon forecasting, and it is infinitehorizon forecasting that is presumed to be the practical issue. Indeed, in practice, analysts (and students working class exercises) often apply an assumed growth rate (equal to average GDP growth, for example), in deference to the long-term forecasting problem. Indeed, some of the equivalences are stated in Peasnell (1982) and Brief and Lawson (1992) . Recognizing the equivalences, Lundholm and O'Keefe then take the position that the issue of identifying appropriate valuation models with finite-horizon forecasting is moot.
Counterpoints
There are two counterpoints that bear on the Lundholm and O'Keefe position. First, the point on the equivalence of valuations comes with a proviso: for the equivalences to hold, one must not only develop a full set of pro forma financial statements, but the full set of financial statements must also be for a forecast period within which all attributes The last two counterpoints come to the heart of the matter. They are demonstrated below, first for the valuation of a savings account, then for equities.
Accounting and Valuation for a Savings Account
Following Lundholm and O'Keefe, I will demonstrate points and counterpoints with examples. As a device to teach valuation in the classroom, one starts with the simple savings account, for any valuation model must generalize to the savings account.
Consider an investment of $100 in a savings account that is expected to earn at a rate of 10% each year. To value the account at date 0, the analyst produces the following pro forma for five years into the future: So (with respect to the first counterpoint on using a full set of pro forma financial statements in the Section 3 above) one can always forecast free cash flow and dividends simply by calculation given the accrual accounting income stateme nts and balance sheets.
Lundholm and O'Keefe recognize, correctly, that "it is true that net income and the change in shareholders' equity completely recover the dividend." But do the dividend and free cash flow forecasts, so recovered, help? Clearly not in the example here if the forecast horizon is five years: applying any growth rate to zero gives zero. What if the forecasted dividends "recovered" were negative? (The example here is easy modified with forecasts of deposits into the account yielding forecasts of negative dividends and negative free cash flows.) Only by extending the forecast horizon to the point where payout is expected -and, indeed, steady state payout is expected -will the analyst capture the $100 value from these forecasts. But the book value and earnings-based valuations require little forecasting.
Further (to the second counterpoint on using a full set of pro forma financial statements in Section 3 above), one can derive a (useless) forecast of dividends and free cash flow for this savings account from the forecasted earnings and book values, but,
given only the forecast of free cash flow, one cannot construct forecasted earnings and book values. But it is these statements that yield the valuation! Imagine valuing a savings account if you did not know the book value or the earnings. Here we see accrual accounting working for practical valuation purposes. Choosing between cash flow or accrual accounting in pro forma matters with finite-horizon forecasting. Unlike dividends or cash flows, accrual accounting here gives an indication of the dividend that will ultimately be paid beyond the forecast horizon.
Cash Accounting and Accrual Accounting and the Valuation of Equities
The Penman and Sougiannis paper is simply a demonstration of these points for the valuation of equities rather than the savings account. With an appreciation of the difficulties of valuing a savings account without a report containing book value or earnings, there is little to be added as insight when moving to business firms and equities.
Except, of course, that the accrual accounting for business firms might not (unlike the saving account) be perfect (and usually is not). Indeed, the Penman and Sougiannis paper identifies situations where GAAP accrual accounting works relatively poorly. The residual income model adapts the valuation from book value -that works perfectly for a savings account -to the case where value is not equal to book value. Book value is the starting point, but a premium over book value is added by forecasting residual income.
The recent paper by Ohlson and Juettner-Nauroth (2001) presents a model that takes capitalized forward earnings per share -that works perfectly for a savings account -as a starting point for equities, and adds value by forecasting abnormal earnings-per-share growth.
To be persuaded that the points made for the savings account apply to equities, consider the numbers for after-tax operating income, net operating assets (both accrual measures), free cash flows, and net dividends for Home Depot for fiscal years, 1997 -
(in millions of dollars):
Home Depot Inc. however, that one were standing at the end of fiscal year 1996, attempting to make a forecast, and were offered a set of pro forma numbers for the five forward years, 1997-2001 with the guarantee that these numbers would be the actual reported numbers. And It is understandable, then, that practitioners of discounted cash flow analysis, faced with the Home Depot situation, use operating income rather than free cash flows in continuing value calculations. Copeland, Koller, and Murrin (2000) , after declaring that "cash is king," do so (they call operating income NOPLAT, net operating profits less Of course reported pension liabilities may not be unbiased and, more generally, there is a question of the quality of accrual accounting. It is for this reason that GAAP accounting, because of its warts and all, is investigated in the three empirical papers.
Indeed, Penman and Sougiannis show that valuation models based on GAAP accounting perform relatively poorly over finite horizons when GAAP accounting is closer to cash accounting (as it is for research and development investments, for example).
Errors in Implementation
Having argued at cross purposes to the empirical studies, Lundholm and O'Keefe attribute three "errors" to those studies: the "inconsistent forecast error," the "inconsistent discount rate error", and the "missing cash flows error."
Their point regarding the inconsistent forecast error is well taken. Continuing values at a horizon, T, should be calculated by applying growth rates to T + 1 forecasts, as equation 10 in Penman and Sougiannis indeed indicates. Further, given a full set of pro formas, accounting relations imply a consistency in the continuing values using different models, for the accounting in these models is tied by accounting relations. While the point is well to keep in mind in applications, it is misdirected to the empirical studies. Sougiannis paper is designed to distinguish differences in the accounting for payoffs, the first-order issue, and the results over those partitions could not conceivably (in my mind)
be due to risk estimation.
The missing cash flow error is a matter of maintaining clean-surplus accounting and reformulating financial statements appropriately into operating and financing and financing activities. These issues are important in valuating firms. But most dirty-surplus income items under U.S. GAAP accounting have zero expected value. Again, it is unreasonable to color the interpretation of the results of the empirical studies with this attribution.
Conclusion
Lundholm and O'Keefe conclude their paper with the advice that "research efforts in valuation would be better spent on the study of how to make more accurate forecasts of financial statement data, not in how to represent and discount the resulting flows of accounting has advantages over cash accounting. But GAAP accounting presumably is not the standard. In recognition of this, the partitioning in Penman and Sougiannis (1998) identifies cases where GAAP accounting performs relatively better (and worse). Many accounting issues remain, including the accounting for intangibles, the accounting for stock compensation (GAAP does a poor job), transparency in reported GAAP, the quality of reported GAAP earnings, and the tradeoff between relevance and reliability. These issues are resolved as a matter of design for practical analysis.
To the matter of the research agenda, more theory is surely needed. While the empirical papers provide some evidence, theory has not given us much in terms of 20 prescription of accounting principles except clean-surplus accounting and, in Ohlson (1995) , the dividend displacement property (which, in Penman and Sougiannis 1997, is evident in GAAP accounting). Accrual accounting principles are on the agenda in the theory of performance measurement (see, for example, Dutta and Reichelstein 1999) , and there are some characterizations of accrual accounting systems in a valuation context (in Feltham and Ohlson 1995 and Ohlson and Zhang 1998 , for example), but considerable work needs to be done.
